Run # 1506 – 92 Runners

Monday 14th Jan 2013

Scribe Report by B.B.
A big crowd of hashers was already waiting for the transport
when I arrived. Four baht buses were required to transport us all
to the run site. After getting lost last week on the way to the
run, I felt confident that we would get there this time as we had
ROBBING BASTARD as the pilot. Mind you, he did have us
worried as we turned down the service road again, and we all
thought that he must have been using last weeks run directions.
Anyway, we arrived to find a great A-site with plenty of room
for parking.
Our GM, SCAR WITH 2T'S, called for the start of the run and
welcomed us all there. He then welcomed all the Virgins and their
Sponsors and told them that the Pattaya Hash House Harriers
was now their mother hash. New shoes where christened as well.
Our hares then gave out the run instructions and off we went.
Up hill to start with, and a bit of shiggy just to let us know we
are hashing. Then it was down a nice track to meet up with the
tar macadam road. We ran along that road for about 100 meters
before heading back into the bush and tapioca. It was here that
I had to answer a call of nature. By the time I was ready to run
again I couldn't see any of the pack. Luckily for me, I could see
the road so I made my own run back to the A-site. Talking to
many people about the run before the circle started and the all
agreed it was a good run, so well done hares.
A couple of cold beers and a feed from VV's buffet went down
well before the circle was called.
SCAR WITH 2T'S called in the two hares and the normal
questions about the run were asked. It was agreed that it was a
great run and A-site. Apparently, the hares where going to use a
different A-site but were run off by the locals.
Raffle drawn where there were 5 winners and lots of losers. I
heard it suggested that maybe the odd box of Viagra or condoms
would make great raffle prizes. Someone also suggested a bar
fine, but I don't think the ladies would appreciate winning that
prize. Could you imagine if a harriet won and then turned around
to her husband or partner and said "Hey Darling, this is for you".
EMPEROR AIRHEAD then had the circle and he dealt with the
hares, plus 7 virgins and the young Norwegian guys. Telling us a
great story about the young guys in the TQ bar where they told
a 25-year-old Thai girl that she was TOO OLD for them. Oh, how
I remember those days. Good to see that Jarl Engebretsen, who
was a virgin last week, came back and even brought another new
face along.

WANK-KING'S WANKER then has the circle and awards
HORSE with his 5 hares cap, and tells a story about HORSE that
involved unwashed ladies. Think that had something to do with
HORSE getting a rash whilst in the Philippines. SIR SPAGHETTI
HEAD is awarded his 60 hares cap, and now has more 'hairs'
with the PH3 than on his head. "Who said Head? I'll have some
of that." Visitors where called and asked where they were from,
and were also iced. Welcome to the PH3, guys. TAMPAX and
BALL RINGER were also iced for talking while the Joint GM was
telling his story. "Will you guys never learn?"
SCAR WITH 2T'S was back in the circle and iced another virgin
and his sponsor because the virgin didn't buy a hash shirt but
wore one of his sponsor’s shirts. Come on mate, new hash shirt
only cost about 350 baht. Then, the Russians where iced for
their New Year and for hash trash, as one of them lost his
running thong. MENSTRUAL DISORDER was brought into the
circle so that she could show off her RING?????? The visiting
German hasher, RUDI VOELLER, was iced for bringing a minibarrel of Lowenbrau along for the hashers. Mind you, I didn't
see it being handed out before the circle started, or I would
have had a glass or two. One of the young Norwegians is back on
the ice and we hear a story about a mozzie bite and also about
some PENISILLIN being required. I was told a long time ago,

"Never take something home that you didn't bring with you!"

MENTAL DISORDER then has short time in the circle telling us
stories about HORSE again and also about how he noticed
FLYING FINN training for the hash run in a bar. Well done
FINN you have your priorities right. He also has a story about
his landlord BALL RINGER. Have to go easy on him MD or he will
put your rent up.
I then had my turn in the circle and iced the Russians again along
with their Italian virgin. He is there calling himself the
ITALIAN STALLION and so I had all the girls have a look while
he was sitting on the ice. They mentioned that they couldn't see
much so guessed that he had been gelded. Could be that if he
returns, TEENY WEENY 2 might be a more appropriate hash
name. I also got to do the hares song so I called out the hares
and added them to the people already on the ice.
The hash hymn is lead by all the Sirs and another great night of
hashing in Pattaya starts to come to an end.
Like WANK-KING'S WANKER said earlier in the evening, grab
a couple of people from the street, bring them along and let's
make the magic 100 runners figure.
Well done hares, well done committee, and a big thanks to all you
hashers who made for another great hashing night for me in
Pattaya.
On on Forever BB

Next run, 1507, Monday Jan 21.
Follow highway 7 towards Bangkok and continue a
further 4km after passing under route 36. Exit at the
HHH sign on the left. Follow the frontage road down
and turn right under the highway. Turn right again
and after 450 meters turn left. Continue on this road
for 6km to the A-site on the left hand side.
Future Hares, call Hare raiser Horse, 0879068280
Run#
1507
1508
1509
1510
1511

Date
Jan21
Jan28
Feb4
Feb11
Feb18

Hares
Helium Head & Poopachino
Spaghetti Head & G I Joe
G.I. Joe
Mental Disorder & KeeMah
Cheap Norgy Cunt

On On
Jamesons
TQ

Secrets
Ateam
Jamesons

61 Hashers who were Hashing the previous week
2 Jarl Engebretsen; 5 Cherry Lynne; 5 Jay Passey; 19 Nisarat Tripp; 65 Vic Wood B. B.; 394 BALL RINGER;
240 BELL END; 213 BIN TIN TIN;495 BOTTOMLESS PIT; 464 BOW WOW; 159 CHEAP NORGY CUNT;
158 DOESN’T TOUCH THE SIDES; 183 DR. DICK; 1202 EMPEROR AIRHEAD;91 FLYING FINN; 433 G.I. JOE;
87 GANGREEN; 66 HELIUM HEAD;58 HONEY BEAR; 11 I LEAN OVER; 26 KAMOY KATOY; 128 LIBERACE;
81 MARATHON MAN; 16 MENSTRUAL DISORDER; 19 MENTAL DISORDER;495 MIDNIGHT STAR; 8 MILKY WAY;
15 MR TOILET SEAT; 536 MRS. HEAD; 335 ODD-JOB; 43 PAPRIKA SMILEY; 5 PENISILLIN; 43 PHONEY CUNT;
107 PINKABOO; 72 PINKY; 21 PISSED UP MERMAID; 21 POCAHONTAS; 104 RATSO-EEL-SNIFFER; 184 REAR
GUNNER; 118 ROBBING BASTARD; 23 RUNNING BARE; 143 SCAR WITH TWO T’S; 617 SIR ARSE HOPPER;
511 SIR ARSE-A-HOLIC; 614 SIR DOG; 515 SIR REALLY SADISTIC BASTARD; 680 SIR SPAGHETTI HEAD;
197 SKIING FINN; 52 SMELLY BASTARD; 377 SNOOPY; 66 SPECIAL PRICE; 260 SQUEEZE MY TUBE;
101 STEPTOE; 232 STINKY SLOPPY SECONDS; 213 SWEETIE; 328 TAMPAX; 472 UNCLE PERVY; 22 VASELINE
THIGHS;284 VELCRO DICK; 612 VIETNAMESE VIOLATOR; 112 WANK-KING’S WANKER
16 Returnees
9 Lek Fink; 2 Mikhail Ivanov; 2 Sirinan T.n. dee; 139 BEVERLY HILLS PINK COCK; 141 CABBAGE FLAPS;
139 CABBAGE KNIEVEL; 10 CAT WOMAN; 16 CHEAPER THAN MEME; 68 CRAZY PUSSY; 19 ESTONIAN
FUCKER; 129 FROG LICKS ITS DICK; 101 HORSE; 76 PUSSY SNATCHER; 67 RUDI VOELLER;
79 TINY ANAL TORPEDO; 10 WALKING BEAR
8 Visitors with their Total Runs
2 STINKY HOLE Maracaibo, Venezuela
5 PUSSY NUMBER 3 Pattaya Bush Hash, Thailand
1 CHICKEN HEAD Petaling H3, Malaysia
1 Arne Benife jensen Puerto Galera Hash, Philippines
5 KIM SHE ScandiHooligan H3, Norway
2 TRAIN STOPPER ScandiHooligan H3, Norway
21 CAMEL HUMPER Sulemaniyah H3, Saudi
19 DESERT SCORPION Sulemaniyah H3, Saudi
7 Virgins
Alexandr Alimov; Magnus Devolo; Boerre Hetty; Ole Kubberuf; Pippi Magliocchetti; Terje Nap

